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We present an algorithm for unification in the simply typed lambda calculus which enumerates 
complete sets of unifiers using a finitely branching search space. In fact, the types of terms may 
contain type variables, so that a solution may involve type-substitution as well as term substitution. 
The problem is first translated into the problem of unification with respect to exstensional equality 
in combinatory logic, and the algorithm is defined in terms of transformations on systems of 
combinatory terms. These transformations are based on a new method (itself based on systems) for 
deciding extensional equality between typed combinatory logic terms. 
1. Introduction 
This paper develops a new algorithm for higher-order unification. A higher-order 
unification problem is specified by two terms F and G of the explicitly simply typed 
lambda calculus Y%?; a solution is a substitution c such that oF =B,,aG. We will 
always assume the extensionality axiom q in this paper. 
In fact, we treat the more general problem in which the types of terms contain type 
variables, which are eligible to be instantiated by our answer substitutions. This might 
be described as unification in the middle ground between the “Church view” and the 
“Curry view” of typing. This increased generality is actually necessary in order that 
our algorithm behave nicely, as will be explained below. 
Typed combinatory logic %_F is an alternative, algebraic, formalization of higher- 
order logic and unification in algebraic theories has been the focus of much recent 
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research. So, it is natural to try to solve higher-order unification problems by passing 
to %‘Y. Under any of the standard effective translations between _Y’V and $5’9, one 
might translate the relevant L&?-terms into g.L!?-terms and attempt to unify these. The 
fact that the basic g-6”-axioms admit a convergent (i.e., confluent and terminating) 
rewrite system makes this program particularly appealing, since such systems support 
narrowing as a unification procedure. 
A difficulty arises immediately, however. The equality generated by the axioms for 
I, K, and S (called weak equality) is nor the equality induced by Bq-equality under the 
translation, and no convergent rewrite system is known for this induced equality 
(called extensional comhinatory equality). 
We solve this difficulty by defining a notion of reduction on systems of %_Y-terms 
which decides extensional equality. This method may be of interest in its own right. 
The key fact for this paper, however, is that this reduction supports the standard 
unification strategy of narrowing. Indeed, we present an algorithm which is essentially 
a normalized narrowing algorithm, described in terms of transformations on systems. 
The procedure enumerates a complete set of extensional-equality unifiers for any 
system of %Y-terms and, so, provides a solution to the higher-order unification 
problem. This represents an algebraic approach to the higher-order problem, without 
the complexities of bound variables. In particular, we are spared the usual expansion 
of L+?-terms to their q-long form. 
The search space of our procedure is finitely branching, eliminating the most 
glaring obstacle to an implementation of complete higher-order unification based on 
Huet’s classical method 116, 173. 
Further theoretical investigation should be able to take advantage of research in 
term rewriting and first-order unification. Indeed, the work here provides a uniform 
setting for first-order and higher-order unification; Section 4 has a brief discussion of 
some work in progress along these lines. 
There is considerable recent interest in compiling functional programming lan- 
guages into combinators, motivated by the inefficiencies (seemingly) inherent in 
instantiating terms in the presence of bound variables; see [28, especially Chapter 131, 
for a discussion. We expect that implementation of higher-order unification can enjoy 
similar benefit from the passage to combinators. Implementations in hardware of 
combinator reduction are described in [31, 341. 
Pure higher-order unification has found application in automated theorem proving 
in higher-order logic, specification of higher-logics, program transformation, machine 
learning, type inference in polymorphic lambda calculus, and extensions of logic 
programming. 
There have been attempts to extend classical higher-order unification to allow more 
flexible typing schemes. Nipkow treats a I_-calculus with type variables (and a notion 
of constraints on type variables), and the procedure given there has been incorporated 
into the generic theorem prover Isabelle [27]; Elliott [S] presents an algorithm 
for unification in the presence of dependent function types, designed as the basis 
for a generalization of the programming language i.-Prolog [25]. Each of these 
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algorithms is based on Huet’s method; neither of them is a complete unification 
procedure. 
Higher-order unification is undecidable [ 163, even when restricted to second-order 
terms [ 121. The first complete enumeration methods for higher-order unification are 
due to Pietrzykowski [29] for second-order logic and Jensen and Pietrzykowski [21] 
for full higher-order logic. Huet’s seminal work [17] refined these methods, pointed 
out the importance of preunijication, and gave a practical algorithm for the latter. 
A comparison of our work with Huet’s method will be found at the end of Section 3. 
Complete sets of transformations for higher-order unification were developed by 
Gallier and Snyder [ 111. The use of narrowing as an algebraic unification procedure 
originates with Fay [9]; normalized narrowing was proposed by Rety [30]. There is 
a notion of strong reduction in the literature which captures extensional equality (see 
[S, 151) but it lacks many of the nice properties of algebraic rewriting systems and 
does not seem suitable as a foundation for unification. 
Although a naive algorithm for translating dp%?-terms into %?Y-terms can use 
quadratic time and space, Statman [33] has given an O(nlogn) time and space 
translation. We conclude that the translation process is not itself a source of in- 
tractability. 
I .I. Preliminaries 
We will often draw upon classical results about the lambda calculus and combina- 
tory logic; [lS] is a particularly good source for the relationship between 9% 
and %YLZ’. 
In the course of testing equality or unifiability of terms we will find it convenient to 
introduce constants not occurring in any terms under consideration; this is the 
motivation for the set Args defined below. It will also be convenient to arrange that 
distinct term variables do not become identical by virtue of a type substitution; this 
requires a precise notion of type erasure for term variables. 
1.1.1. Terms and equalities 
The types are formed by closing a set of base types and type variables under the 
operation: (CI~ +ct2). 
Fix an infinite well-ordered set of indeterminates and an infinite well-ordered set of 
parameters. A term variable is an ordered pair consisting of an indeterminate and 
a type; a constant is an ordered pair consisting of a parameter and a type; an atom is 
either a term variable or a constant. The type erasure of an atom is the first element of 
the pair. 
We assume that the set of parameters has a distinguished infinite subset Args, and 
when discussing combinatory logic we assume that the non-,4rgs include the symbols 
I, K, and S. 
_Y%? is the set of explicitly simply typed lambda terms over the atoms excluding I, K, 
and S; %‘LZ’ is the set of explicitly simply typed combinatory logic terms over these 
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atoms together with the various I, K, and S typed as usual. The support of a term T, 
Supp(T), is the set of type variables occurring in T together with the indeterminates 
occurring among the type erasures of the atoms in T; a pure term is a term in which no 
constant occurs whose erasure is in Args. A fresh indeterminate or parameter is one 
not occurring in any term in the current context; we will often refer to a choice of 
a term T with fresh variables, by which we mean that Supp(T) is disjoint from all type 
variables and indeterminates in the current context. 
The typed I, K, and S are called redex atoms. A WY-term is functional if it is of one 
of the forms: I, K, KA, S, SA, or SAB; it is passive if it is of the form hM1 . . . Mk (k 3 0), 
where h (the head of the term) is a nonredex atom; a passive term is jlexible if it has 
a variable at the head, otherwise it is rigid. These latter notions have already been 
defined for _Y%?-terms by Huet [ 173; we will justify our usage in Section 3.4. 
We will not explicitly indicate the types of terms unless it is necessary. 
There are well-known effective translations between 9% and %_Y. For concrete- 
ness, we define A :%2’+2’% and P: P’%?+%?Y as follows. 
Let 
l A(a) = a, when a is a nonredex atom, 
0 /l(I)-3,x.x, 
0 /l(K) = 2xy.x, 
l n(S)= Rxyz.xz(yz), and 
l A(MN)=A(M)A(N); 
and let 
l Z(a)=a, when a is an atom, 
l #‘(PQ) = X(Z’)X(Q), and 
l X((E.x.L)-[x]X(L), where 
~ [x] M z KM, when x does not occur in M, 
~ [x]x-I, 
- [x](Mx)= M, when x does not occur in M, 
~ otherwise, [x](MN) = S( [x] M)( [x] N). 
On %_Y, weak equality is generated by weak reduction, determined by the rules 
1x+x, KXJJ+X, and Sxyz-+xz(yz). Each of pq-reduction and weak reduction is 
terminating and confluent on typed terms; so, we can speak of the /?y-normal.form of 
a P’%?-term and the weak normal form of a %_Y-term. 
The translations between 2’59 and %2? are not translations of the respective 
theories, since weak equality in %Y is too coarse to reflect /Iv-equality in 9’%?. For 
instance, the terms SK and KI are distinct weak normal forms, but their translations 
as _.Y%?-terms are pq-equal. 
Define extensional combinatory equality by 
P =,Q iff n(P) =a,n(Q). 
The translations above are such that 
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and it follows that for any P&?-terms F and G, 
F =P,, G iff X(F) =C Z(G). 
1 .I .2. Substitutions and unljication 
A type substitution is an ordinary algebraic substitution over the algebra of types; 
a type substitution BO induces a type-shifting mapping on terms in an obvious way, 
and we shall denote this map by 8,, as well. A term substitution 8, is an ordinary 
(type-preserving) substitution on .P%‘- or VP’-terms, as appropriate. A substitution 
tl is a pair consisting of a type substitution t$, and a term substitution 8,; such a pair 
induces a mapping on LZV and on %‘:Y, also denoted 8, by the rule 8T=81(&,T). 
(Application of a substitution to a term, as well as composition of substitutions, will be 
indicated by juxtaposition.) It will be notationally convenient to allow O1 to act as the 
identity on types, so that we may refer to l3c( when M is a type. 
These dual substitutions behave in most ways just as ordinary substitutions, but 
there are many details to be checked. We develop a rudimentary theory of such 
substitutions in the appendix. 
If Y is a set of type variables and indeterminates, then e=el[y] means that 
(1) for every type variable tE.Y, O,(t)- e;(t), and 
(2) for every term variable x whose erasure is in 9, f3i(x)- e;(x). 
Similarly, 0 =,O’[S] means that 
(1) for every type variable tEY, e,(t)=&,(t), and 
(2) for every term variable x whose erasure is in 9, Or(x) =C i3’, (x). 
Define e<f9’[5“] to mean that for some substitution ye, qB=el[y]; define 
8 6,0’[9’] to mean that for some substitution q, 90 =C @[9’]. 
The justification for our strategy of translating the unification problem from _!P# to 
%?L? is embodied in the following lemma. If o is an P’%?-substitution let the %‘9- 
substitution (z& 0 a) be defined by (20 a)X =(Z 0 a,)(aoX). Similarly, if 0 is a K.CZ’- 
substitution, let the PV-substitution (/10 0) be defined by (A 0 8)F E (A 0 8,)(&F). 
Lemma 1.1. Let F and G be 5?W-terms. The Y%‘-substitutions d such that oF =P,, aG 
are (up to pointwise /Iv-conversion) those of the form (A0 e), where l3 ranges over the 
%‘_Y-substitutions such that OX(F) = c BP(G). 
Proof. The proof relies on the following facts, proved in the appendix: for any 
L&?-term G and substitution CJ, 
and for any %?_CF-term Y and substitution 0, 
n(er)+n oe)/i(Y). 
Suppose aF =Pq aG. Then Z’((aF) = c Z’(aG). By the first fact above, this means that 
(Zoa)P(F) =,(Poa)P(G). But u is pointwise /Iv-convertible with LIo(#oo,). 
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Conversely, suppose OX (F) = c HZ(G); we want to show that (A 0 B)F = Ptl (/1a 8)G. 
We have II(QH(F)) =a,/1(8.F(G), and by the second fact above this means that 
(/i~B)/i(%(F)) =PV(/l ~fl)/i(Z(G)). 
But since pq-conversion is preserved by substitutions, (II 0 Q/i(X(F)) = sll (A 0 6)F 
and (/1 “Q)il(X(G)) =s,,(/i G t))G, and the result follows. 0 
If we define extensionul combinatory unijicution as the problem of unifying %?2’- 
terms with respect to extensional combinatory equality, the above discussion shows 
how a method for extensional combinatory unification yields a method for higher- 
order unification as originally presented. 
The rest of this paper will be concerned with extensional combinatory equality, 
henceforth C-equality, and extensional combinatory unification, henceforth C-un$ca- 
tion. The unqualified word “term” will mean “combinatory logic term”. 
2. C-Validity 
Extensional equality can be obtained from weak equality by the addition of the 
extensionality rule: 
Infer M =c N from Mz =c Nz, when z is not free in M or in N. 
On the other hand, Curry constructed a set of four equations which generate 
C-equality when added to the defining equations for I, K, and S (see [15]). So, 
C-equality has a presentation as equational theory, in contrast to the presentation 
using the rule of inference above. Thus C-unification is an instance of general 
algebraic unification, and would submit to a universal unification procedure, as, e.g., 
in [7, lo]. But typed C-equality is decidable, by simply passing to Y%F and using 
(convergent) flq-reduction; so, we might hope for a convergent rewrite system in %_Y’ 
itself. Such systems are typically of fundamental importance as foundations for 
unification algorithms. 
Unfortunately, no convergent rewrite system is known for C-equality. This section 
addresses this problem by defining a variation on rewriting as a method for determin- 
ing when terms are C-equal. 
By the extensionality rule, deciding C-equality reduces to deciding C-equality 
between terms whose type is a base type or a type variable. A weak normal form such 
a type has a nonredex atom at the head. But two such terms hM, . . . Mk and 
h’N1 . . Nk. are C-equal iff h E h’, k = k’, and Mi =c Ni for each i. This suggests that we 
treat the problem of deciding C-equality between systems of terms, as follows. 
Definition 2.1. A pair is either a term pair or a type-pair, where a term-pair is 
a two-element multiset of %‘9’-terms and a type pair is a two-element multiset of types. 
A pair is trivial if its elements are identical, and &id if its elements are C-equal (it will 
be convenient to consider trivial type-pairs to be valid). 
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A system is a multiset of pairs in which no two distinct variables have the same type 
erasure; it is trivial if each of its pairs is trivial; it is valid if each of its pairs is valid. If the 
symmetric difference of systems C and C’ is trivial, write CEZ’. 
A consequence of the fact that terms are explicitly typed (as opposed to typable 
under a type inference system) is that a pair will not be valid unless its terms have the 
same type. This restriction is not built into the definition of system since terms of 
different types may still be unifiable. Type pairs will play no role until the next section. 
The restriction on type erasures of the variables in a system is designed to avoid the 
technical complications which would result if distinct variables could become ident- 
ical after a type substitution. 
Definition 2.2. The set VT consists of the following three reductions: 
(1) Reduce 
r, CM, N)+r, CM’, N), 
when M weakly reduces to M’. 
(2) Arid argument 
I-, (M, N)--+r, (Md, Nd), 
when M and N have the same type, at least one of M and N is functional, and d is built 
from the first parameter in Args not occurring in (M, N), and given the appropriate 
type. 
(3) Passive decompose 
1-, (hM, Mkr hN1 . . . Nk)-+i-, (M,, N,), . . . . (Mk, Nk), 
when h is a nonredex atom. 
We adopt the convention that no VT-reduction is to be done out of a trivial pair. 
The notation for reduce exploits the fact that pairs are unordered; we intend of 
course that either element of a pair may be reduced. A similar remark applies in 
several places below. The use, in add argument, of new constants rather than new 
variables will serve to remind us in unification that the new arguments are not part of 
the original term and should not be instantiated. The necessity for the restriction on 
d in add argument may be seen by considering the nonvalid pair (Kd, I ), which could 
be reduced to the valid pair (Kdd, Id) by an improper application of udd argument. 
The passive decompose reduction is of course just an application of the standard 
syntactic unification transformation “Decompose” given in the appendix, followed by 
deletion of the trivial pair (h, h). 
We think of VTas a rewriting system for systems of %L?-terms, but there are two 
ways in which this analogy is imperfect. The add argument reduction may only be 
applied at the heads of terms, since it changes their type, and passive decompose is not 
stable under substitution for a head variable. As it happens, though, the facts that 
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rewriting is closed under term formation and stable under substitution are not 
relevant to its role in supporting a unification procedure. This will be exploited in the 
next section. For now we show how VT-reduction can be used to decide C-equality. 
Exercise 2.3. Consider the pair 
(SZ(SK), SZ(KZ)). 
An application of add aryument and a weak reduction out of each term in the result 
yield 
(Zd(SKd), Zd(KZd)). 
More weak reductions result in 
and passive decompose yields 
(SKd, I ). 
After an application of add aryument and two weak reductions we have 
(Ke(d4, e>. 
Finally, weak reduction give the trivial system 
(e, e> 
and (anticipating the next lemma) we conclude, that the original terms were C-equal. 
In fact their 2?%-traslations each bg-reduce to ix.x(Ay.y). 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose C+C’. Then C’ is valid $f fsc is valid. 
Proof. When the given reduction is reduce this is obvious. For an add argument, 
invoke extensionality. To see that passive decompose is sound, let M and N be passive, 
say M=hMl . . . Mk and N=h’Nl... N,,. Then A(M)=h(A(M,)) . ..(A(M.)) and 
II(N)= h’(A(N,))...(A(N,,)). Since M =C N iff the flq-normal forms of the latter two 
terms are identical, we see that M = c N iff h = h’, k = k’ and for each i, Mi = C Ni. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose C is VT-irreducible. Then C is valid iff it is trivial. 
Proof. One direction is immediate. For the other, suppose C is valid and irreducible 
and choose (M, N) from C. Neither M nor N is functional, and since they are in head 
weak normal form they are both passive. As described in the previous proof, M and 
N must have identical heads; so, passive decompose would apply if M and N were not 
identical terms. 0 
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Theorem 2.6. Every sequence of VT-reductions terminates. 
Proof. Let us say that M > M’ if either 
l M weakly reduces to M’, 
l M’- Md (for any d of the appropriate type), or 
l M=hM1... Mk, h is a nonredex atom, and for some i, M’= Mi. 
Then when a system is identified with the multiset of terms occurring in it, each 
VT-reduction replaces one or two terms by >-related terms. If we show that the 
relation > is terminating, then the theorem follows by multiset induction. 
To show termination of > we transfer the problem back into 2%‘. By applying A to 
any sequence of terms obtained by > and noting that if M-+,M’ then 
A(M)+xBA(M’) in one or more steps, we see that it suffices to show the following 
relation > to be terminating on 2%: 
L> L’ if either 
0 L+fiL’, 
l L’- Ld (for any d of the appropriate type), or 
l L-hL1... Lk, h is a nonredex atom, and for some i, L’= Li. 
Let the measure of an P%‘-term L be the ordered triple with first element the length 
of the longest P-reduction out of L, second element the number of symbols in L, and 
third element the length of the type of L. Order these triples lexicographically and, for 
sake of contradiction, let L be a term of minimal measure among those admitting an 
infinite >-reduction. 
Clearly, the first step of an infinite reduction out of L must be an argument-adding 
step, since the other reductions decrease the measure of a term. Indeed, the reduction 
must look like some finite number of add-argument steps followed by either a select- 
argument or a P-reduction. 
In the first case L must be of the form hL1 . . . L, and the reduction must look like 
L-hL,...LkghL1.,.Lkdl...dn>G>... , 
where G is some Li, 0 <i< k, or some dj, 1 <j < n. But then either Li or dj admits an 
infinite >-reduction, and these terms have smaller measure than L, contradicting the 
minimality of L. 
In the second case, either the b-reduction involves subterms from L itself or L is an 
abstraction and one of the added arguments is the argument in the fl-redex. In the first 
instance, we can clearly do the p-reduction first and, so, contradict the minimality of 
L. Otherwise. we have 
L-~x.A~(i.x.A)d,...dk>A[x:=d,]d2...dk> . . 
Thus, A [x:=dl] admits an infinite >-reduction. But observe that >-reduction is 
preserved under the operation of replacing an Arg-constant by a variable. That is, for 
any C and D, if C[x:= d,] > D [x:= d,] then C > D. This implies that A itself admits an 
infinite >-reduction. But the measure of A is less than the measure of Ax.A, since any 
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p-reduction sequence out of i.x.A induces one of the same length out of A, and we 
again have contradiction. C: 
A simple algorithm for deciding C-equality between terms M and N can apply 
VT-reductions in any order to the system orginally containing (M, N). Since every 
VT-sequence terminates, an irreducible system will be obtained; M = c N iff this system 
is trivial. Of course, we may halt and report nonequality if we ever generate a pair of 
passive terms with different heads. 
Observe that the proof of Lemma 2.5 relied only on the assumption that the terms 
M and N admit no weak head reductions. It follows that if we were to restrict reduce to 
applications at the heads of terms then VT would still lead to a decision procedure 
complete for C-validity. This observation will enable us to correspondingly restrict the 
search space in our unification procedure. 
Although C-equality apparently does not have a presentation as a rewrite system 
over %‘$“, the technique above could be recast as a reduction relation over an 
expanded set of terms, by introducing a family of equality operators eq to mimic pair 
formation, a family of conjunction operators to form system terms, and a constant tt 
to which identical-pair terms reduce. Then the VT-rules together with some book- 
keeping rules (such as collapsing conjunctions of tt) induce a convergent reduction on 
system terms which reduces a term corresponding to a system 1 to tt iff C is valid. 
3. C-Unification 
Our C-unification method is simply an elaboration of the point of view suggested in 
the previous paragraph. 
In first-order E-unification (unification relative to a set E of algebraic equations), 
narrowiny is a method for generating E-unifiers for a pair of terms (A, B) which is 
complete when E admits a presentation as a convergent rewrite system R. It proceeds 
as follows: select from R the left-hand side of an equation S= T and from (A, B) 
a nonvariable subterm, say, A/u, such that A/u and S are syntactically unifiable with 
most general syntactic unifier oO. Apply o0 to A, perform the rewrite step using 
ooS=ooT and continue constructing and applying such substitutions gi until a pair 
with a most general syntactic unifier on is derived. The composition of the ci provides 
an E-unifier. (When unification is presented in terms of transformations on systems, 
the answer substitution is automatically built up at each step as part of the modified 
system.) 
Narrowing is sometimes developed in a framework which starts with a convergent 
rewrite system R for E and introduces a new function symbol eq. Given terms X and 
Y to be E-unified, we attempt to narrow the term eq(X, Y) to a term eq(Z, Z’) in which 
Z and Z’ are syntactically unifiable. A key point is that R is still convergent on the 
expanded set of terms. 
But of course it is not necessary to sturt with a convergent reduction; what matters 
is the reduction on the paired terms. In our situation, we cannot start with a notion of 
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reduction defined on the terms to be C-unified. But when we pass to the expanded set 
of terms (more precisely, systems), we then have a reduction relation available. The 
present section will establish its suitability as a foundation for C-unification. 
Definition 3.1. A substitution 0 is a unifier of a system Z if OC (obtained by applying 
8 to each type and term occurring in C) is trivial. A most genera/ unifier of a system C is 
an idempotent unifier o such that (i) D(oO) u D(a,) E Supp(C), (ii) the type erasures of 
the constants introduced by c all occur as type erasures of constants in C, and (iii) for 
all unifiers B of C, 0 < 8. 
A substitution 0 is a C-unijer of a system C if OC is valid. 
Unifiers will sometimes be referred to as syntactic unifiers to emphasize the contrast 
with C-unifiers. 
We write mgu(C) to stand for any most general (syntactic) unifier of system C. In the 
appendix we show that syntactically unifiable systems possess most general unifiers. 
Definition 3.2. Let C be a system. If (t, m) is a type pair in C and there are no 
occurrences (in type or term pairs) of t in C other than the one indicated, then t is 
solved in Z and (t, a) is a solved type pair. If (x, A) is a term pair in Z, x and A have 
the same type, and there are no occurrences of x in C other than the one indicated, 
then x is solved in C and (x, A) is a solved term pair. 
If each nontrivial term or type pair in C is solved, then C is a solved system. 
If C is a solved system its nontrivial pairs determine an idempotent substitution in 
an obvious way, although a pair consisting of two solved variables requires a choice as 
to which of them is to be in the domain of the substitution. Similarly, an idempotent 
substitution can be represented as a solved system (without trivial pairs). If CJ is an 
idempotent substitution, write [a] for the solved system which represents it. 
The fundamental connection between solved systems and unifiers is the fact that if 
[a] is a solved system then o is a most general unifier of Co]. This was observed by 
Martelli and Montanari [24] in the context of syntactic unification and is proved in 
the appendix for the present situation. Transformation-based unification methods 
attempt to reduce systems to solved forms, from which solutions may be extracted 
immediately. 
Since substitutions may instantiate types as well as terms, a system may be unifiable 
even when some pairs consist of terms with different types. By appropriate type 
unifications we could insist that the terms in each pair have the same type, without 
sacrificing completeness of the method, but it seems more efficient to type-unify only 
when necessary; these type unifications are embedded in the transformations below. 
Definition 3.3. Ther set UT is obtained by adding the following three transformations 
to the transformations for syntactic unification. (The latter are found in the appendix.) 
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(1) Narrow 
where there exists a nonvariable subterm occurrence U of X and a combinatory weak 
reduction rule L+R with fresh variables such that L and U have most general unifier 
~1, and X* is obtained from X by substituting R for U. 
(2) Add Argument 
where /~-(n--+7?) is a most general type unifier of the set consisting of the type of X, 
the type of Y, and (just in case these are each atomic types) the type (s+t), for fresh 
type variables s and t, and where d is built from the first fresh parameter in Args, given 
type rr. 
(3) Split 
l-, (xX, . ..X., kZ1 . ..Z.Y1 . . Y,,) =, 
CPl,P~,(Z1,PZ1)~~~~, (%I, P-GA (PXI> PYI), . . . > <PX,, PYn), 
where m, n 20, XE Vurs, k is a pure atom, each zi is a fresh indeterminate given the 
same type as Zi, 1~ i < m, and p is a most general unifier of x and kzl z,. 
It is important to note that in transformations Narrow and Split, the computation 
of the unifiers ~1 implicitly involves some type unification. 
We adopt the convention that no UT-transformation is to be done out of a solved 
or trivial pair. This respects the intuition that the solved part of a system is merely 
a record of an answer substitution being constructed. 
An implementation of UT would presumably not treat Add Argument as a separate 
transformation, but would rather incorporate it into a more generous version of 
Narrow which supplies arguments as needed. It is easier to analyze the transforma- 
tions separately, though, and we want to emphasize the fact that the UT-transforma- 
tions are immediately derived from the VT-reductions. 
After establishing some basic properties of the transformations we will show that it 
is possible to impose a certain discipline on applications of the rules without sacrifi- 
cing completeness. 
We will need to be careful about the set of variables occurring in a system. if C * z’ 
then Supp(C) E Supp(C’) (see Remark A.5). In addition, solved variables remain solved 
after a transformation, that is, if C * C’ then 1.x 1 x is solved in C} _C {.x ) x is solved in 
z’}. This is easily checked; it relies on the conventions that transformations are not 
performed on solved pairs, and that distinct terms do not have the same type erasure 
(the latter ensures the distinct variables are not identified after application of a type 
substitution). 
Theorem 3.4 (Soundness). If C =sC' and BC’ is valid, then t3C is valid. 
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Proof. Use the notation of Definition 3.3. Our hypothesis entails that 0[~] is valid; so, 
p d c 0 and t9p = c 8. Thus, B@ = c 8r and, so, we need only show that i3 C-unifies the 
“redex pair” of the transformation. 
When the transformation is Narrow, we observe that pX=,pX*. Thus, 
8X =c 0~X=.B~X*=,&i Y=,eY, as desired. 
When the transformation is Add Argument we want to see that BX= c 8Y. But 
ep(Xd) = F ep( Yd), that is, (8X)(M) =c (eY)(&f) and we may invoke the extensionality 
rule since Bd is guaranteed to be new to (6X, eY). 
In the case of Split, the fact that t9Xi =c QpXi = E 8p Yi = c 0 Yi for 1~ i < n implies that 
we need only argue that f3(x, hZ I . . . Z,) is valid. We compute 11x = phzl . .z, by 
definition of p; so, 8x =c /+x = ep(hzl . . z,) = c 8(hz, . . . z,,,), but our hypothesis implies 
that for each i, Bzi=,eZi. 
We now address completeness. 0 
3.1. The main lemma 
The lifting lemma below is the key step in showing that for any z, UT can 
enumerate a complete set of C-unifiers for C. It is convenient to isolate a notion of 
C-unifier involving certain technical conditions. First, in order to enforce the idea that 
constants from Args are not part of our unification problems but are introduced only 
as dummy arguments, we focus on answer substitutions 8 such that each 0x is a pure 
term (call these pure substitutions). This means that one must confine attention to pure 
problems, but of course any problem can be considered a pure one by suitably 
defining Args, if necessary, to be the erasures of those constants not occurring in the 
input. Second, we slightly weaken the customary requirement that substitutions map 
each variable to a normal form. 
Definition 3.5. A ‘+?L!-term is a strong normalform [4] if it is J’?‘(L) for a P&‘-term L in 
j?q-normal form. In order to maintain a consistent notation we will refer to terms in 
strong normal form as being C-normal. 
A pure idempotent substitution 0 is a normalized C-unifier of .X if 
(1) o(e,)uo(e,) E SUPP(C), 
(2) BC is valid, and 
(3) for each variable x not solved in C, 0x is C-normal. 
Write NCU(C) for the set of normalized C-unifiers of C. 
If we say only that 8 is a “C-unifier” of system C, we mean only that 8C is valid. 
It is clear that each %‘P’-term is C-equal to a unique C-normal term, and that 
C-normal terms are irreducible with respect to weak reduction. It is also true that 
a subterm of a C-normal form is C-normal. This last seems difficult to prove directly, 
but we may appeal to classical results on @Y. Curry and Feys [4] defined a notion of 
strong reduction on %?P’-terms and it was proved [4,23] that the C-normal forms are 
precisely the terms which are irreducible with respect to this reduction (see also [14]). 
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Since strong reduction is a congruence with respect to the term-forming operations, 
the class of irreducibles under strong reduction (i.e., the class of C-normal forms) is 
closed under subterm. 
Lemma 3.6 (Lifting lemma). Let BENCU(C) and let (X, Y) be an unsolved pair in 
c. [f 
is a VT step out of (OX, OY), then there exists a C’ and 9’ with 
such that 
(1) O’= B[Supp(C)], 
(2) H’Z’z A, 
(3) B’ENCU(C’). 
Proof. Write C as I-, (X, Y). Since (X, Y) is not solved, 6, is C-normal on the 
variables of X and Y. 
In case A is obtained by reduce, we have 
Suppose that (OX)’ is obtained from OX by a combinatory weak reduction rule L-+ R 
with fresh variables, replacing, in (OX), subterm A =6L by 6R. 
A is of the form OU for a subterm occurrence U of X; since 0 is pointwise weakly 
normal on the variables of X, U is not a variable. Letting p be a most general unifier of 
U and L and constructing X * by substituting R for U, the following is a Narrow step, 
defining C’: 
Take H’ to be 0~6. Since the variables of L are fresh, 8’- B[Supp(C)]. 
To check that 8’2’2 A, observe that since 8’ unifies U and L, p<O’, so that 0’[~] 
is trivial and H’~=O’. We need only show that O’pX* =(6X)‘. But X* is X with 
U replaced by R; so, B’pX* is B’pX with 8’pU replaced by fl’pR. That is, B’pX* is BX 
with c)U replaced by 6R, which is indeed (QX)‘. 
To verify that Q’ENCU(I’), first note that B’Z’ is valid since B’C’r A and VT- 
reductions preserve validity. Since 8’ is a most general unifier of pure terms, it is pure. 
Now let z be an unsolved variable of Z’; we show that B’z is normal. Such a z is either 
a variable from C or is introduced by p. If z is from C then z was unsolved there, and 13’ 
agrees with H on z. Suppose z is introduced by p. Then z is a variable in PU, that is, for 
some x in U, z is in px. This implies that H’z is a subterm of B’px. But 8’px G 8x, which 
is normal, and subterms of normal terms are normal. 
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In case A is obtained by add argument, we have 
9C=BT, (OX, 0Y)+er, ((OX)(e), (QY)(e))=A. 
Writing the type of 0X as (cc+fl), let the type of X be z1 and the type of Y be r2, and in 
case these last two are each atomic types let (s +t) be the type introduced as in the 
definition of Add Argument. An application of Add Argument yields E’: 
r, <X, Y> * [PI> F> (WW), @Y)(d)). 
Choose 8’ to be BUS, where &={s:=cc, t:=fl} and 6, is the identity. Clearly, 
8’s B[Supp(C)]. 
To verify that PC z A, first observe that 19; unifies zl, z2, and, if applicable, (s-t), 
since it maps each of these to (cc+fl). So, p<&, and 8’ [CL] is trivial. Furthermore, 
G’,u = 0’, so that 0’~ and fi agree on r, X, and Y. Finally, we argue that B’d = e. First 
note that the type of e is 2, and since B’pX = 8X has type (a+/3), Wd will also have type 
CI. Furthermore, since f3 is pure we know that C and 8C involve precisely the same 
Args-parameters and, so, d has the same type erasure as e (they were each chosen to be 
the first fresh Args-parameter available). 
To see that B’ENCU(C’), first note that B’z’ is valid as before, then observe that 8’ is 
appropriately normal since no new unsolved term variables appear in 1’. It is clear 
that 0’ is pure. 
In case A is obtained by passive decompose, we have two subcases. If 6X and 8Y 
have the same constant at the head, then X and Y also have these constants at the 
head, and we may obtain C’ by applying the syntactic unification transformation 
Decompose to (X, Y), and take 8’ to be 0. Otherwise, we can describe (X, Y) and 
(OX, QY) as follows. 
(X, Y)-(xX1...X,, kZ1...Z,Y1 . . . Y,,), 
where m, n 2 0, XE Vars, and k is a pure atom, while 
(8X,8Y)=(aA,...AkB1...B,M1...M,, aA,...A,C1...C,N1...N,), 
for some k 3 0, with 
aAl . ..A.B1 . ..B.-0x, 
aA 1 . . . A, 3 flk, 
Ci=BZi, 1 <i<m, 
Mi~8Xi, 1 <i<n, 
and 
Ni=0Yi, l<i<n. 
The repetition of the Ai is justified by the facts that 8 is C-normal on the variables of 
X and Y and C-normal terms are unique in their C-equivalence class, and the 
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assertion that h cannot be a constant from Args follows from the fact that 0 is a pure 
substitution. 
We obtain C’ by applying Split: 
I-,(xX,...X,,hZ, . ..Z.Yl . ..Y.) =+ 
where p is the most general unifier of x and hzl . z,. Take 0’ to be 0 u 6, where & is 
the identity and d1 -(z,:=B,, . , z,:=B,}. As before, 0’=0[Supp(C)]. 
To check that tI’C’= A, we first see that 8’ unifies x with hz, . ..z., since applying 0’ 
to each yields aA 1 . . AkB, . . . B,. So, 0’~ E 8’ and the pairs of PC’ match the pairs of d, 
except that the trivial subsystem tI[p] does not appear in A and, when k>O, C’ will 
not include pairs corresponding to the (Ai, Ai) in d. 
As usual, PC is valid, and the fact that the Bi are pure and C-normal yield purity 
and C-normality for 8’; hence, O’ENCU(Z’). 0 
Using the lifting lemma, we may show that UT-transformations can enumerate 
a complete set of C-unifiers for any system. But we would like to constrain the 
nondeterminism inherent in such a method as much as possible; so, we explore some 
refinements of the process before giving a completeness proof. 
3.2. Rqjinements 
We begin by observing that certain VT-reductions preserve the set of C-unifiers of 
a system. Call an application of passive decompose out of a pair of rigid terms 
a rigid/rigid step. 
Definition 3.7. A system is simple if each term in the system is a passive weak normal 
form, and there is no pair of rigid terms with identical heads. 
Lemma 3.8. Any sequence of reduce, and argument, and rigid/rigid passive decompose 
steps applied to a system will terminate in a simple system with the same C-unifiers. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if C+C’ by a reduce, add argument, or rigid/rigid passive 
decompose step then C and Z’ have the same C-unifiers. The fact that VT is termina- 
ting completes the proof. 0 
Simple systems are those which are irreducible with respect to the VT-reductions of 
Lemma 3.8, and we need only apply UT-transformations to simple systems. This is the 
sense in which the method to be presented is a “normalized narrowing” algorithm. 
Since VT-reductions are not to be done out of trivial pairs (indeed, such pairs may 
be deleted from a system with no consequences for validity or C-unification), it will be 
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more efficient to perform rigid/rigid passive decompose steps as soon as they become 
possible. 
As observed in Section 2, one can confine applications of VT-reductions to the 
heads of terms. This suggests that one can similarly restrict applications of Narrow. 
Definition 3.9. The set of transformations HUT consists of Head-Narrow, Split, and 
Add Argument. 
Here, a Head-Narrow transformation is a Narrow transformation corresponding to 
a weak reduction at the head of a term. 
There are five possible patterns for Head-Narrow, which we indicate as follows; we 
discuss the types of terms in a moment. 
Head-Narrow: 
where p unifies x and I. 
where p unifies x and K. 
where p unifies x and Kz. 
where p unifies x and S. 
where p unifies x and Sz. 
where ,u unifies x and Sz, z2. 
Of course, the possibilities for transformation are limited more than the notation 
suggests, since they are constrained by typing considerations. For example, the first 
pattern for Head-Narrow above can only be executed if the type of U is such that 
U can go at the head of the sequence 2. Similar remarks hold for the other patterns. 
It is interesting here to consider the “classical” higher-order unification situation, in 
which types do not have variables. Syntactic unification and narrowing then make 
reference to term variables only and, of course, all of our results apply to this situation. 
But in the transformation where x is bound to Szlz2 (and in this transfomation only!) 
the type of the new variables z1 and z2 are not uniquely determined by the type of 
x and, in fact, there are infinitely many possibilities for these types. This implies that 
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the search space of our procedure is infinite-branching when types must be fully 
specified. I am indebted to Ullrich Hustadt for this observation on an early version of 
this paper. 
But since our substitutions are allowed to act on type variables we can postpone 
our commitment to the types of z1 and z2: letting the type of x be n-q’, the unification 
of x with Sz,z2 results in type c(--++JJ for z1 and type r-+t for z2, where t is a fresh 
type variable. The type variable t might become instantiated later, in the course of the 
type unification inherent in the transformations. 
Exercise 3.10. We illustrate the use of the Head-Narrow transformations. Suppose 
that s is a type variable and 0 is a base type; we construct some of the (infinitely many) 
C-unifiers of the following pair: 
in whichfis a term variable with type (s+O), y is a term variable with type s, and b is 
a constant with type 0. 
If we bind .f’to Kz we arrive at 
(.f; Kz), (z, b), 
where z has type 0; syntactic unification yields the solution binding fto Kb. Note that 
neither s nor g is constrained in this solution. 
Returning to the original system, in looking for more solutions we are blocked from 
attempting to bind ,f to K since the respective types do not unify. Applying the 
Head-Narrow transformation in whichfis bound to I has the effect of binding s to 
0 and leads immediately to a solved system 
(~3 O>> (f; I>, (9, b). 
Again returning to the original system, typing considerations forbid binding ,f to 
S or to Sz, but binding ,f to Sz, z2 is available: 
Here, zr has type (s+t+O) and z2 has type (s-t) for a fresh type variable t. At the next 
step we can bind z1 to I, forcing s to be (t-O), yielding 
(.f; Slz2)3 (dz,g), b)(s, (t-0)). 
Finally, binding g to Kb results in the solved system whose nontrivial part is 
(J; Slz,)> <g> Kb)(s, (t-0)). 
3.3. The algorithm 
Definition 3.11. The nondeterministic algorithm 22 is the following process: 
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Repeatedly: 
(1) Reduce the system to a simple system then apply some HUT-transformation 
out of an unsolved pair. 
(2) If at any point the system is syntactically unifiable by a pure substitution then 
optionally return a most general unifier of the system. 
In contrast to syntactic unification, a semantic unification procedure cannot neces- 
sarily simply transform systems to syntactically unifiable ones, since some semantic 
unifiers may be more general than the most general syntactic unifier. For C-unifica- 
tion, an example is provided by the pair (Kax, Kay), in which the identity substitu- 
tion is a C-unifier but not a syntactic unifier. This explains the nondeterminism in step 
2 of the algorithm below. (On the other hand, it is true that if C is a solved system the 
substitution associated with Z may be returned, as shown by Lemma A.3.) 
Observe that if at any point there is a pair of passive terms whose heads are 
constants with different type erasures or with types which do not unify, then the 
current system is not C-unifiable. 
It follows from Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.8 that if Algorithm @ is run with initial 
system C and returns substitution 0 then 8 is a C-unifier of C. The main result of this 
paper, Theorem 3.13, is a converse. 
We first isolate a technical lemma justifying the restriction to unsolved pairs when 
applying transformations. Note that any system C can be written as r, [o], where [CJ] 
is the set of solved pairs in 1; we refer to [c] as the solved part of Z. 
Lemma 3.12. Suppose that C is syntactically uni$able. If 8 is a C-unijer of C and 
a syntactic unifier of the unsolved part of Z, then mgu(Z) dc 8. 
Proof. Let the solved and unsolved parts of C be [a] and r, respectively. We first 
claim that if y is mgu(r), then yo is mgu(Z). Certainly, ya[a] is trivial, and the fact that 
yoT is trivial follows from the fact that 0 is the identity on r. So, ya is a unifier. To see 
that ya is most general, let 6 be any unifier of [a], r; it suffices to show that 6y(~ = 6. 
But 6y = 6 since 6 unifies r, and &J = 6 since 6 unifies [a]. 
Next, since 0 unifies r, ~66 and, so, ya< %o. But since 8 C-unifies [G] and 0 is 
idempotent, 0~ =c 8. 0 
Theorem 3.13 (Completeness). Let 8 be a pure C-unijier of Z. Then there is a computa- 
tion of Algorithm 4? on Z producing a pure C-unifier 6 of C with 6 Q c 8[Supp(Z)]. 
Proof. Since every pure C-unifier of C is pointwise C-equal to a normalized C-unifier 
of C, we may prove the theorem under the additional hypothesis that QENCU(C). 
Let the degree of a system be the maximum length of a VT-sequence out of it. The 
proof is by induction on the degree of OZ. 
If 0 is a unifier of the unsolved part of C, then C is unifiable and Algorithm e can 
return a most general unifier 6. Lemma 3.12 assures us that 6 < c 8. This situation is 
obtained if the degree of OC is 0. 
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Otherwise, we define a system C’ and a substitution 8’ as follows. 
(1) If C is not simple, apply a VT-step to obtain C’ and let 0’ be 8. 
(2) Otherwise, there exists an unsolved (X, Y) from Z so that 19XfeY and 
a VT-step out of (0X, (JY) (at the head, if it is to be a weak reduction) yielding d. The 
lifting lemma applies, yielding 1 and 0’. 
In each case, the action performed is a @-step, H’ENCU(C’), and the degree of O’C’ 
is less than the degree of 8C (using the facts that 8’C’~d in case 2 and that no 
VT-steps are ever done out of trivial pairs). 
By induction, there is a computation of Algorithm JZ on C’ producing a C-unifier 
6 of C’ with 6 <.@[Supp(C’)]. By Theorem 3.4, 6 is a C-unifier of C. Since 
Supp(C) G Supp(C’), 6 d c B’[Supp(C)]. But since 0’~ B[Supp(C)], 6 d c B[Supp(C)], as 
desired. 
3.4. Comparison wlith Hurt’s algorithm 
Huet [lS] calls an _4P%‘-term 1,x,, , x,.hL, . . . Lk jlexible if h is a variable not 
among x1, . . . , x,, and rigid otherwise. Our use of these terms is consistent with his; it 
is easy to check that a 5&V-term Y is flexible (rigid) iff p(L) reduces to a flexible 
(rigid) term by weak reductions and argument-adding steps. 
Under this association, our simple systems correspond to the disagreement sets 
which are produced by Huet’s SIMPL algorithm. So, there is a sense in which the 
SIMPL phase of Huet’s algorithm is the normalization phase of a narrowing algo- 
rithm. In any event, the correspondence between Huet’s notion of flexible pair and 
ours suggests a correspondence between the two notions of pre-unijcation. But the 
close correspondence is rather between presolved systems. The respective processes of 
pre-unification are quite different, and their relationship deserves further study. 
This invites a comparison between Huet’s MATCH algorithm and our use of the 
HUT-transformations. One important difference is that there are finitely many 
HUT-transformations possible out of any system (even one with pairs of flexible 
terms), essentially because a finite set of combinators is powerful enough to simulate 
the behavior of arbitrary -?/V-terms. 
It is interesting to see how Huet’s algorithm, in particular, the step there called 
“Projection”, fares when type variables are present. Consider a pair 
(xM, . . . M,, aN, . NP) of terms of the same type z. When some Mi has type 
(zl+ ... +~~-+r), the ith projection step introduces the partial substitution 
x:= Aiv.wi(k, G) . . . (kk\i’), where G is a sequence of new variables wl, , w, correspond- 
ing to M 1, . , M,, and the k, are new variables. But in our present setting the type of 
Mi may look like (TV+ ... +T~+s), where s is a type variable. In this case there are 
infinitely many instantiations of the type of Mi corresponding to functions with result 
type t, and it is not clear how to account for the infinitely many relevant projection 
steps. Put simply, we cannot know how many kj to use in the binding for x. This point 
is made in [26], where an (incomplete) extension to Huet’s algorithm is presented. The 
classical algorithm makes essential use of the “shapes” of types, information which is 
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not available when types are incompletely determined. In contrast, the approach 
presented here is driven by the shapes of terms. 
Exercise 3.10 addresses precisely this situation. In fact, the solutions developed 
there other than the one binding fto Kb are those which would be derived by Huet’s 
algorithm on the corresponding lambda terms by instances of projection when (in the 
notation of the previous paragraph) k = 0 and k = 1. 
Huet showed that any enumeration of complete sets of higher-order unifiers must 
be redundant. That is, there are pairs of .5&Z’-terms uch that any complete set of 
Yg-unifiers of the pair must contain distinct substitutions c1 and oZ with c~i dp4c2. 
Of course, C-unification inherits this property, and the current version of our Algo- 
rithm d%! can return redundant unifiers. For instance, in Exercise 3.10, if after binding 
f to Szlzz we had bound zi to Kx and then bound x to Kb, we would derive the 
solution binding fto S(K(Kb))z,, which is C-equal to Kb. 
Huet’s method of pre-unification, which does not attempt to be complete, is 
irredundant. 
4. Directions for further research 
l Refining our algorithm to alleviate redundancy among the solutions generated 
seems to be an important goal if the method is to be used in practice. In addition, 
the relationship between our notion of pre-unification and Huet’s deserves careful 
examination. 
l The use of additional combinators (e.g., B and C, where Bfsx=f(gx) and 
Cfxy =fyx) allows very convenient optimizations when compiling lambda expres- 
sions into combinators [35], but it is not clear how their introduction would affect 
the performance of the method based on I, K, and S. Note that the addition of more 
primitives increases the number of possible Narrow steps out of any term, but each 
such step is an abbreviation for several I, K, S steps; in a sense this represents 
a flattening of the search tree. 
l The ability to work with type substitutions in our explicitly typed setting suggests 
that our approach might be generalized to deal with richer explicitly typed systems. 
l It is natural to ask: what happens if we pass to type inference rather than explicit 
typing? Higher-order unification in this setting seems much harder than in the 
explicitly typed problem, essentially because type inference does not interact well 
with fir-conversion (as opposed to /Jq-reduction). The following example, adapted 
from [13] gives some insight into the difficulty; it applies to both Y&Z’ and %‘_Y. 
It is proved in [13] that if we can infer that X has type c( in the inference system 
for simple types, then there is an X’ such that X’ reduces to X and X’ has principal 
type CL Now let z1 and s2 be types which do not unify and set cli=(sl ~Zi), i= 1,2. 
Since we can infer that I has each of the types c(i and c(~, there exist weakly 
equivalent Ii and I1 with types ri and c(~. Now consider the unification problem 
<x1, x2) in the context xi:ri, x~:cY~. This system has the solution Xi:=Ii, i= 1,2, 
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but, since the xi do not unify, it is difficult to see how this system could be 
transformed into a representation of anq’ solution. 
l Another line of enquiry involves higher-order unification in the presence of equa- 
tions between algebraic terms. Adding a set E of equations to the axioms for 
fly-convertibility defines PVE-equality, and determines a corresponding notion of 
unification, higher-order E-un$cation. Breazu-Tannen [Z] showed that the combi- 
nation of algebra and typed i-calculus is well-behaved (see also [l, 3, 61); a com- 
plete set of transformations for higher-order E-unification has been defined by 
Snyder in [32]. 
We have seen that by using combinators we can cast higher-order unification 
problems in the same mould as algebraic unification and, so, this setting is 
a congenial one for the combined problem. In an obvious way one can define 
CE-equality and CE-unification, and observe that a solution to the CE-unification 
problem yields a solution to the higher-order E-unification problem. 
In [22] a method for CE-unification based on the techniques of this paper is 
developed for the case when E has a presentation as a confluent and terminating 
rewrite system. 
Appendix 
We first verify the claim in the introduction that the translations between 5% and 
%6p are well-behaved with respect to substitutions. 
Lemma A.l. (1) For any YW-term G, and substitution 0, 
H((TG)-(H’~o).P(G). 
(2) For any %?P’-term Y, and substitution 8, 
‘4(OY)-(il. 0)/l(Y). 
Proof. (1) The proof relies on the following sublemma, proved by an easy induction: 
For any type substitution ciO, 
Now, a classical fact about ,J? is that for ordinary term-substitutions 0, and 6p%- 
terms F, 
,Y(a, F)-(X 0 o,)H(F). 
The result follows by setting F to be BOG. 
(2) The proof is similar to the above, using the facts that 
/l(Ho Y)=Ho/l(Y) 
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Lemma A.2. (1) A substitution cr is idempotent [f both o. and o1 are idempotent. 
(2) Suppose o is idempotent. For any 8, a< t3 ifSBa=d, and a<, 6 iff %a = E 0. 
(3) If o<O then ao<OO. 
Proof. (1) This is a tedious but routine calculation. 
(2) For the nontrivial direction, first suppose that c < 8 and let r~ be such that ~a = 0 
Then OOE~~GO=)?D=Q. 
If we suppose that o <c 0, a similar calculation shows that 8a = c 8. 
(3) Let q be such that ~a-%; we show that ~o~o~80. Let t be any type variable. 
Choose x of type t, and observe that gax has type qooot and that Ox has type B,t. Since 
the terms are identical by hypothesis, so are their types. 0 
It is not hard to construct an example in which c < 8, but rrl < 8, fails. 
A consequence of the first part of Lemma A.2 is that when [o] is a solved system, 
c is an idempotent substitution. This follows from the usual characterization of 
idempotent type and term substitutions as those whose domains are disjoint from the 
variables they introduce. 
Lemma A.3. Let [c] be solved. 
(1) If 8 unifies [o] then Qa-8. If 0 C-unijies [a] then 00 =c 8. 
(2) Zf a<Q then tl unifies [a]. Zf a<, 8 then 0 C-unifies [a]. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that 8 unifies [a] (suppose that (3 C-unifies [a]). Choose any term 
or type variable L’. We claim that Oou = 8oou (ku = c 6aoo). When u is a type variable 
this follows from the Lemma A.2; so, suppose that u is a term variable. The claim 
is immediate if aoti$D(al); but if aOu~D(a,) we use the fact that 0 unifies [ar] 
(0 C-unifies [a,]). 
So, it suffices to show that under either hypothesis 8aou = t3v. This follows from the 
fact that either hypothesis implies that Q. unifies the solved system corresponding to 
oo, so that Ooao = B. and, hence, 8a. = 0. 
(2) The system Q[o] is 
By Lemma A.2, o. < B. and, so, Bo[ao] is trivial. To show that O[o,] is trivial, let 
x~D(a,); we need to show that t3x=da,x in the first case, and that 6x=,80,x in the 
second. Now, for any x~D(a,), cox-x, since [a] is solved; so, OX-O~X. Therefore, 
80,x = Box, and the results follow from the facts that 8 E t&r and 8= c 00. 0 
It remains to show that the theory of syntactic unification proceeds smoothly in the 
presence of type variables. In fact, a simple variation on the standard transformations 
for syntactic unification of algebraic terms [24] leads to an algorithm for syntactic 
unification in our setting (we use a presentation inspired by [lo]). 
In order to unify a system of terms, we may need to unify the types of the terms 
appearing there. If C is any system, say that the derived system of Z is the system of 
type pairs obtained by replacing each term by its type. 
Definition A.4. The set ST consists of the following transformations. 
(1) Decompose: 
r, <(M, ... M~),(N~...N~))~~,(MI,N~),...,(M~,N~). 
(2) Eliminate 
r, (x., A >-N, C-u, A >> 
when x and A have the same type, and where p is the substitution whose type part is 
the identity and whose term part is (x:= A}. 
(3) Type-Unify: 
if the derived system of C is not already trivial, and where p is the substitution whose 
type part is the most general unifier of the derived system of C and whose term part is 
the identity. 
Remark A.5. There is no deletion of trivial pairs in this presentation. This implies that 
no variables are lost when a system is transformed, which simplifies certain arguments 
(for example, when a fresh variable is chosen during a computation, that variable is 
guaranteed to be new to the entire computation). This ensures that if C = C’ under VT 
or ST then Supp(C) E Supp(C’), and in Theorem 3.13, eliminates the manipulation of 
“protected” sets of variables typically found in completeness proofs in the literature. 
Lemma A.6. (1) If C+C’ by an ST-tran!formation then C and C’ have the same unijers. 
(2) Suppose that C is ST-irreducible. Then L is unijiable ifsC is solved. 
(3) Every sequence of ST-reductions terminates. 
Proof. (1) We have cases according to the transformations performed; we use the 
notation of Definition A.4. If the ST-step in question is Decompose, the result is clear. 
For the case of Eliminate, if 8 is a unifier of either the left- or right-hand sides then 0 is 
a unifier of [p]. Then 0~~0, so that BT and 8pr are identical. For the case of 
Type-Unify, first suppose that ~9 unifies the left-hand side C. Then do unifies the 
derived system of C and, so, p d BO, and f3 [ ~1 is trivial since do [p] is. But then 8~ = 0, 
so that B,utc is trivial. Finally, suppose that 0 unifies the right-hand system [p], ,uLc. 
Then p < 8; so, 0~ = 0 and BZ is trivial. 
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(2) The fact that irreducible unsolved systems are not unifiable is clear, the converse 
follows from Lemma A.3. 
(3) Define the following well-founded order on systems: compare the number of 
unsolved variables, then, if necessary, compare the sum of the sizes of the terms. It is 
easy to check that Decompose and Eliminate decrease this measure. But Type-Unify 
leaves this measure unchanged (this uses the fact that systems do not have distinct 
variables with the same type erasure) and cannot be applied more than once 
consecutively. 0 
Corollary A.I. Every unijiable system has a most general unifier. 
Proof. If C is syntactically unifiable then C reduces to a solved [o] by ST-reductions. 
The substitution o unifies C by Lemmas A.6(1) and A.3(2) and is as general as other 
unifier by Lemma A.3(1); it is readily seen to be idempotent and to introduce no new 
variables or constants by the definition of ST. q 
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